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GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION IN THE RACE
In the race can participate persons who meet all the conditions laid down in this Regulation ,
or additional requirements set by the organizers .
All competitors before the race must be reported to the organizer , and when the application
must enable the organizer to determine their identity and any other necessary information
Competitors younger than 18 can apply on the races exclusively with parental
accompaniment and they must enclose the written consent of the same with the application
for participation in the trail race
Competitors younger than 16 cannot submit to the Sunny category.
All competitors compete at their own risk . Before the start of the race all competitors sign a
statement attesting that they are familiar with all the rules and instructions of the race and
that is fully accepted

2. COMPETITORS OBLIGATIONS
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From the beginning to end of the race competitors must wear start numbers assigned by the
organizer. Start numbers must be visible throughout the race.
Competitors may not receive help from others , unless the organizer is not decide otherwise
Competitors must behave in accordance with the Law on Road Traffic Safety . For each found
violation of the said Act competitor will be penalized with 15 min. that will be added to the
total competitor time at the end of the race . A competitor who commits 3 penalties for
violating this law shall be excluded from further competition.

OBLIGATIONS OF THE ORGANIZER

The organizer will form 2 refreshment stations on the Sunny and Urban category and one on
the finish line while the Fun & Run category will have only 1 refreshement station on the
finish line.








If any of the competitors be injured or give up during the race, the organizer will take
measures to ensure that the contestants return to the finish line.
Hot meal after the race
T-shirt / scarf / race gift for all registered/paid up to the scheduled date
HGSS/ medical service
Marked path



Members of the organization and race tracking may, in their own judgment, in the case of a
need can move or change parts or the entire track due to unpredictable external conditions
affecting the safety and regularity of the competition

4. RULES
General informations
The race is individual in all length categories and participates competitors in total and female
category









Prizes are awarded for the first three places in the category, if at least 3 contestants apply for
each individual category and in particular in the stage category where the time of Sunny and
Urban categories is added.
The final ranking of the contestants will be determined according to the following scale:
- Total time with all penalties.
Competitors must only move on the marked path. Any cuts will result in disqualification. The
organizer will have a certain number of control positions on the track to check the passage of
the contestants..
The race is forbidden by any form of technical doping, motor vehicle transportation, etc.
Competitors are obliged to carry their garbage to carry with them and put it in a suitable
place
In some parts of the route the organizer can decide on the time limit (time barriers)
and all contestants who break these barriers are excluded from the competition.



In the case that a doctor or an official person (organizer, competition supervisor, HGSS, ...)
finds that a competitor is injured, or is unable to continue the competition, will be excluded
from the race

5. MANDATORY EQUIPMENT
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Competitors must have a mandatory personal and team equipment for every
stage/disciplines prescribed by the organizer . The organizer reserves the right to check the
content of the mandatory personal equipment of any competitor at any time of the race.
For each missing part of prescribed equipment, competitors will be added 15 minutes of
penalty .
The organizer is not responsible for personal competitors equipment which are damaged or
lost by themselves.

DISQUALIFICATION CONDITIONS OF A COMPETITOR

All competitors must comply strictly with the rules, otherwise they will be excluded from
competition or punished with appropriate time penalty in accordance with the assessment of
the organizer.
For any misconduct, destruction of the environment or equipment (by organizer equipment
or by equipment of other competitors), the competitor will be excluded from the race.
Competitors are for their behavior, during the race, criminally, materially and morally
responsible under the applicable law in the Republic of Croatia.
Complaints
Competitors must submit appeals to the organizer in writing form no later than 15 minutes
after the publication of unofficial results of the race. Complaints submitted after the deadline
will not be accepted even if they are justified. Official results are final.

5.

FINAL REGULATIONS






The right of interpretation of this regulation have the organizer
Competitors agree that the entire video and photographic material will be use in the media
with the purpose of promoting the race.
Sponsors are allowed to advertise on the entire personal equipment of the competitors,
except on areas allocated start number (chest and back, helmet and bike). As well is
prohibited for the sponzors advertising on other competitors equipment which procures
organizer (boats, paddles, life jackets ...).
The race organizer reserves the right to change the rules. For all modifications the
competitors will be timely informed on our website or at a briefing before the race.

